The volume-dependency of parallel conductance throughout the cardiac cycle and its consequence for volume estimation of the left ventricle in patients.
To study the hypothesis that the electrical conductance of tissues and fluids (parallel conductance (G(p))) around the ventricle depends on left ventricular volume throughout the cardiac cycle. We extended a recently developed method to determine G(p) throughout the cardiac cycle. First, we compared the estimates of parallel conductances obtained with the new method (G(a)(p)) with those of the conventional one (G(1)(p)), both averaged over the cardiac cycles. Secondly, G(a)(p) was determined throughout the cardiac cycle and its volume dependency was assessed. Thirdly, the factor alpha was calculated as the ratio between stroke volume, obtained by the conductance method using G(1)(p), and that obtained by a thermodilution method. Because the non-homogeneous field was indicated to be the reason for the dependency of G(p) on left ventricular volume as well as for the need for alpha, we tested whether the hypothesis implies that a correction with alpha is not needed if G(p) is determined throughout the cardiac cycle. We found a negative linear relation between G(p) and left ventricular volume. This relation appeared to be reproducible within each patient. Furthermore, we found that alpha deviates from 1 primarily due to the dependency of G(p) on left ventricular volume. To obtain stroke volume or to determine absolute left ventricular volume continuously within a cardiac cycle, G(p) should be determined throughout each cardiac cycle and if a constant G(p) throughout the cardiac cycle is used a correction with the factor alpha should be made to correct for a possible influence of electrical field heterogeneity.